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Abstract A crystal plasticity continuum model with differentiated self- and cross- hardening mechanisms for twin and slip systems
has been utilized to predict the slip/twin activities and texture evolution in a rolled and annealed Mg-3%Al-1%Zn
sheet compressed along the rolling direction (RD) and tensile tested along the normal direction (ND). The contribution
of twinning is significantly larger during tension along ND, leading to a significant texture change with strain. A
good correlation is found between simulations and recent experimental results.
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Modelización del maclado {10
–
12} de una chapa laminada de Mg-3%Al-1%Zn

Resumen Un modelo continuo de plasticidad cristalina, que contempla los mecanismos de auto-endurecimiento y endureci-
miento cruzado para los sistemas de maclado y deslizamiento, se ha utilizado para predecir las actividades de desli-
zamiento y del maclado, así como la evolución de la textura, de una chapa laminada y recocida de la aleación de
magnesio Mg-3%Al-1%Zn ensayada en compresión, a lo largo de la dirección de laminación (DL) y en tensión, a
lo largo de la dirección normal (DN). Se encontró que la contribución del maclado es mucho más importante cuando
la muestra se tensiona a lo lago de DN, lo que da lugar a un cambio fuerte de textura. Se observó una buena corres-
pondencia entre las simulaciones y resultados experimentales recientes.

Palabras clave Aleaciones de magnesio; Maclado; Modelización continua; Plasticidad cristalina.

1. INTRODUCTION

The potential of lightweight magnesium alloys to
replace heavier materials in transportation vessels is
now clearly established[1 and 2]. Many efforts have been
devoted over the last decade to understand the
behavior of these materials and the main mechanisms
governing the plasticity of commercial alloys are quite
well understood[3-34]. It is now widely accepted that,
at room temperature and low strain rates, Mg alloys
with a random texture deform mainly by basal slip
and {10–12} twinning. In strongly textured alloys, such
as those resulting from rolling and extrusion processes,
the operative deformation mechanisms are highly
dependent on the relative orientation between the
applied stress and the c-axis[3-34].

In particular, {10–12} twinning is only activated
when the application of an external load leads to an
extension of the lattice along the c-axis. It is therefore
called “extension twinning” [26]. In a rolled and

annealed AZ31 sheet, with a strong {0001} texture,
the so-called c-axis extension can be caused either
by uniaxial tension along the c-axis or by uniaxial
compression along a direction perpendicular to
the c-axis. It has been recently demonstrated
experimentally[34] that the {10–12} twinning
characteristics, such as active twin variants, twin
morphology, volume fraction of twins with strain and
twin texture, are significantly dependent on the strain
path. Specifically, when a compressive load is applied
perpendicular to the c-axis, one or two twin variants
are activated, whereas all six variants become active
when a tensile load is applied parallel to the c-axis,
leading to significant differences in the flow stress,
in the relative twin and slip activities, and in the
strain hardening behavior.

Developing models that can predict the evolution
of the microstructure as well as the mechanical
behavior of magnesium alloys is now timely. Despite
the availability of other simulation techniques, such
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as dislocation dynamics[35 and 36] or atomistic
simulations [37 and 38], finite element method (FEM)
is one of the techniques that describes best crystal
deformation mechanisms while avoiding the drastic
length- and time-scale limitations of the other two.
Recently, Fernandez et al.[39] complemented a model
by Staroselski and Anand[40], adding differentiated
self- and cross-hardening between slip and twin
systems, and taking a special attention to the
individual calibration of each one of the interaction
parameters. The validity of this model to simulate
the texture evolution and the stress-strain curves of
a Mg AZ31 rolled sheet deformed at room
temperature and quasi-static strain rate in uniaxial
compression along the rolling (RD) and normal (ND)
directions was demonstrated[39].

The aim of this paper is to apply the continuum
model by Fernandez et al.[39] to simulate the activity
of the different deformation mechanisms and the
deformation texture in a rolled AZ31 alloy subjected
to uniaxial tension along the normal direction, ND,
(i.e., parallel to the c-axis) and uniaxial compression
along the rolling direction, RD (i.e., in a direction
perpendicular to the c-axis). Special emphasis is
placed in analyzing the {10–12} twinning activity in
both cases. The results are compared to experimental
data reported recently[34]. Tensile deformation of Mg
alloys along the c-axis was so far not investigated, as
it was not practically viable to extend a strongly
textured rolled sheet along its ND. However, this
deformation path has recently become of great
interest as novel alloys with rare earth additions
are being developed, whose rolling textures are either
much weaker than those of commercial alloys and/or
tilted away from them[41].

2. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

The general crystal plasticity constitutive framework
of the continuum model used here[39] includes all slip
and twin systems of HCP crystals, as well as the
polarity condition of tensile twinning. The model
parameters, including the ones associated to the added
cross-hardening formulation, were carefully calibrated
and validated against uniaxial compression
experiments in[39]. Here, an idealized polycrystalline
mesh of 2,592 cubic elements (each one representing
an individual grain), was subjected to uniaxial
compression along RD and tension along ND.
Figure 1 illustrates the starting texture, chosen to
match approximately the experimental texture
reported in[34]. This texture is formed by an isotropic
(0001) fiber, with a spread of approximately 15°, as
is characteristic of rolled and annealed Mg alloys.

Simulations were carried out complying with
conventional experimental boundary conditions and
up to a strain of 16 %, at which rolled Mg AZ31 is
reported to fail when tested under the conditions
investigated here[34].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 depicts the predicted normalized {10–12}
twinning and slip activities during a compression test
along RD (Fig. 2 a)), as well as the simulated {0001},
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Figure 1. Initial texture of the AZ31 sheet used
in the simulations.

Figura 1. Textura inicial de la chapa AZ31 utili-
zada en las simulaciones.

Figure 2. (a) Slip/twin activities during uniaxial
compression along RD; (b) Texture simulated for
a strain of 15 %.

Figura 2. (a) Actividades del deslizamiento y el
maclado durante la compresión a lo largo de la
dirección de laminación; (b) Textura simulada
para una deformación del 15 %.
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{10–10}, and {11–20} pole figures corresponding to a
strain of 15 % (Fig. 2 b)). Note that the observed
oscillations are due to small numerical instabilities
related to the explicit scheme. Temporal convergence
has been checked and these spurious modes have
been shown to have no influence on the overall
activity. It can be seen in figure 2 a) that, during
compression along RD, twinning predominates at
the early deformation stages (up to approximately
3 %) and at higher strains its activity decreases
gradually until it becomes inactive at approximately
12 % deformation. Basal slip operates in combination
with {10–12} twinning from the onset of deformation,
and its activity increases gradually until it saturates
at around 0.5 at a strain of 5 %. It continues to have
approximately the same activity level until failure.
It is well known that twinning causes a lattice rotation
of 86.3° and therefore in the rotated grains the
compression stress is being applied parallel to the ND
in most grains. At that point extension twinning and
prismatic slip are severely hindered and, thus,
pyramidal <c+a> slip becomes increasingly active.
We observe the onset of pyramidal <c+a> slip at a
strain of 4 %, at which others have also reported the
presence of a significantly large fraction of twinned
grains[42]. During the last deformation stages the strain
is mainly accommodated by basal and pyramidal
<c+a> slip, with minor contributions of prismatic
and pyramidal <a> slip. The operation of <c+a>
pyramidal slip during compression along RD at room
temperature has been reported previously in several
works[43]. Figure 2 b) illustrates how, as a consequence
of twinning, basal poles become almost perpendicular
to ND and are confined within ±30° of RD (rotation
angle toward TD).

Figure 3 shows the predicted normalized {10–12}
twinning and slip activities corresponding to the
tension test along ND (Fig. 3 a)) as well as the
simulated {0001}, {10–10}, {11–20} and pole figures
corresponding to a strain of 15 % (Fig. 3 b)).
Significant differences can be noticed with respect
to the case described above (compression along RD).
Most importantly, {11–20} twinning plays a more
prominent role during deformation, being active
almost until failure (16 %). Basal slip is also activated
from the onset of deformation, and its activity is
practically constant at all strains (and approximately
equal to 0.5). Again, twinning causes a lattice rotation
of 86.3º, and in the rotated grains the tensile stress
is applied approximately perpendicular to the c-axis.
At this point, both prismatic and pyramidal <a> and
<c+a> slip systems are favourably oriented for slip,
but prismatic is activated preferentially, presumably
due to its lower CRSS [44]. The activation of prismatic
slip starts approximately at a strain of 1 %. Pyramidal

systems are activated at a strain of 5 %. Figure 3 b)
shows that the basal poles are now widely spread along
the RD-TD plane.

We now compare the predictions of the model by
Fernandez et al.[39] shown above with the
experimental results reported recently by Hong et
al.[34]. Both simulations and experiments reveal that
the contribution of twinning to the deformation of
the AZ31 rolled sheet is dependent on the strain path.
In particular, it is significantly higher when testing
is carried out under tension along ND than under
compression along RD. In compression, a transition
from twin- to slip-dominated deformation was
observed experimentally at a strain of 6% and by
simulation at 3 %. In tension, Hong et al.[34] suggest
that a transition from slip- to twin- and then, again,
to slip-dominated flow takes place with increasing
strain. They estimate the predominant deformation
mechanism by measuring the volume fraction of twins
with strain. In particular, they suggest that, at a strain
of 1 %, the contribution of twinning is only 10 %.
Simulations, however, reveal a predominance of
twinning during the first stages of tensile deformation
(up to ~4 %). The differences between the slip/twin
activities estimated experimentally and by simulations
might be attributed to several factors. First, in the

Figure 3. (a) Slip/twin activities during uniaxial
tension along ND; (b) Texture simulated for a
strain of 15%.

Figura 3. (a) Actividades del deslizamiento y el
maclado durante un ensayo de tensión uniaxial
a lo largo de la dirección normal; (b) Textura
simulada para una deformación del 15%.
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experimental report[34] the twin volume fraction was
estimated by adding twinned areas along several cross
sections, whereas the model carries out these
estimations in the bulk. It cannot be ruled out that
some relaxation of the structure might take place
during sectioning. And secondly, the initial simulated
and experimental textures are similar, but since the
CRSS of basal slip is very low[44], even very small
differences in the initial texture might result in
significant variations of the slip/twin activities at the
early stages of deformation.

The experimental and simulated textures illustrate
that the operation of {11–20} twinning during the
compression test leads to the concentration of the
basal poles in a plane perpendicular to ND, at
approximately ±30° of RD toward TD. This
confinement is attributed to the operation of just one
twin variant pair in most grains[35], as is a priori
expected from the preference of shear zone formation
under compression as opposed to tension. During
tension, both simulation and experiments show that
twinning leads to a wider spread of the basal poles in
the RD-TD plane, which is caused by the operation of
multiple twin variants[34]. If all six twin variants are
equally active, which would be the case when the
starting texture is a perfect fiber (i.e., when the c-axis
in all grains is perfectly aligned with ND), then a
random distribution of basal poles in the RD-TD
plane would result. Otherwise some deviations from
this ideal texture occur, as not all six twin variants
have equal contributions, and therefore several
intensity maxima can be observed in the outer ring
of the {0001} pole figure (Fig. 3 b)). A very good
correlation exists between the experimental and
simulated textures. Similarly, it can be expected that,
if the same AZ31 sample was deformed by plane
strain, i.e., compressing along ND and restricting
plastic deformation along, for example, TD, the
number of twin variants activated would be higher
than in the current ND compression test but lower
than in tension along ND. This modelling effort,
thus, helps to predict the texture evolution in this
Mg alloy under other strain paths than those
contemplated here.

4. SUMMARY

In summary, the continuum model developed recently
by Fernández et al.[39] based on a previous model by
Staroselsky and Anand[40] is used to predict the slip
and twin activities as well as the deformation texture
evolution during uniaxial compression along RD and
tension along ND in a rolled and annealed Mg AZ31
sheet. A good correlation is found between

predictions and experiments. This model might,
therefore, be applicable to correctly predict the
deformation behavior of recently developed wrought
Mg alloys with weaker textures or with textures tilted
away from the conventional <0001> (rolling) and
<10-10> (extrusion) fibers. These novel alloys are
particularly attractive because of their more isotropic
yield stress behaviour[41 and 45] and excellent ductilities.
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